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THE STORY OF MIKE…



THIS IS MIKE…



Mike

MIKE GOES 
TO THE POLICE 
ACADEMY…



MIKE RECEIVES EXTENSIVE TRAINING
NJ Police Training Commission Basic Course for Police Officers

26 Weeks

Fully paid salary and benefits

Uniform, gun, ammunition

12 Week field training program



MIKE IS A BIKE COP
Mike

Mike’s bike



MIKE RECEIVES ADDITIONAL TRAINING
Police Motorcycle Operators Course

10 Days

Travel and tuition paid for

Department provided motorcycle and fuel



MIKE IS A BIKE COP Mike

Mike’s bike



MIKE RECEIVES ADDITIONAL TRAINING
International Police Mountain Bike Association Course

5 Days

Department provided bicycle

Mike buys his own shorts



MIKE IS A DETECTIVE Mike

Mike misses his bike



MIKE MANAGES PROPERTY 
AND EVIDENCE



MIKE RECEIVES ADDITIONAL TRAINING
Annual in-service training

Twice annual firearms training

Twice annual use of force training

Twice annual pursuit training

Twice annual police in-service training

Annual domestic violence training

Annual HAZMAT/Bloodbourne pathogens training



MIKE RECEIVES TRAINING IN 
DIGITAL EVIDENCE



MIKE HAS NO TRAINING IN 
DIGITAL EVIDENCE



MIKE DOES HIS BEST…



















WHAT’S THE PROBLEM…



CRIME SCENE IMAGES











CCTV VIDEO











DIGITAL FORENSICS EXAMS











THE STORY OF EMILY…



THIS IS EMILY…



EMILY GETS AN MLIS DEGREE



EMILY KNOWS DIGITAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT

ffMPEG
ExifTool
Metadata extraction
Disk imaging
Transcoding
Digital preservation…etc.



EMILY HAS HELPFUL SOFT SKILLS

Expertise in writing documentation + process maps
Research skills, critical policy analysis
Development + use of professional standards
Strategic thinker, creative problem solver
Experienced presenter + public speaker



WHAT EMILY DOESN’T HAVE

Law enforcement background



HOW TO BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN OFFICER 
MIKE AND EMILY WITH THE MLIS?
First, recognize areas of common ground:
Public service orientation
LAMs + LEOs are both…
 Increasingly digitized, data-driven
Community-based and community-serving
Shaped by local resources, needs, and networks



HOW TO BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN OFFICER 
MIKE AND EMILY WITH THE MLIS?
Don’t assume higher education = higher costs
The ~$50K it costs to convey those skills takes the form of tuition 
expenses, not training costs 
Median salary for all librarians: ~$55K; for digital archivists: 
~$50K (but highly variable)
Non-sworn personnel salaries range widely, from $35-66K



SOME WAYS TO THINK OF DME MANAGEMENT

As a risk management issue
As an efficiency/cost-reduction issue
As a cross-community collaboration point
As a leadership opportunity



AS A RISK MANAGEMENT (RM) ISSUE

For BWC data and other DME, there are multiple potential risks:
 loss of case-making evidence
catastrophic data loss
 loss of public trust 

Some of these risks/costs are hard to quantify; none of them are 
good things.



AS A RISK MANAGEMENT (RM) ISSUE

With technology applications like body-worn camera video, we 
are still working in a data-poor environment, making risk 
evaluation and RM especially tricky
How do you know that your people know what they need to know 
(or, how do you know what they don’t know, and need to learn?)
How can you reduce the possibility that something will go 
seriously wrong?
How can you anticipate/evaluate effects of technological change, 
adoption of new technologies, and future demands on/for your 
evidentiary holdings?



AS AN EFFICIENCY/COST-MANAGEMENT ISSUE

Hiring for targeted expertise, vs. training from within
Detectives, patrol officers, et al. spend more time working cases, 
less time trying to figure out how to get video files to play
What else do you get with that expertise? 
Different perspectives (real benefits, although hard to quantify)
Archivists’ approach: both immediate, functional needs (tactical), 
and long-term implications, system requirements (strategic)
Can inform other agency processes and decisions



AS A CROSS-COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

Shall the LEOs lie down with the LAMs?
32% of all police departments nationwide, and 86% of agencies 
serving area populations of 1,000,000+, had at least one 
problem-solving partnership or agreement with local orgs
Aligning/connecting police with other professional communities 
that are highly organized, focused on standards development 
and best practices…and that carry a public trust



AS A CROSS-COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

Our experience with UCLA PD during our Bodycams, Surveillance, 
+ Data Management seminar this fall: 

“No one ever really asks us to contribute to the educational mission 
of the campus.”

Police play a role in the historic events of every community. Why 
shouldn’t archivists + archival approaches be part of their work?



AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO LEAD THE FIELD

Civilianization and third-party policing is a growing part of 21st

century policing practice
Being the first to put one of those “just crazy enough to work” 
ideas into action is a pretty good place to occupy: If it works, 
great; if not, the lessons learned are still valuable
Minimal investment of time and $$ to generate results that will 
potentially shape practice field-wide (low risk, high reward)



BOTTOM LINE

Hiring someone with an information-oriented perspective, who can 
handle complex DME management issues right off the bat, adds 
considerable value to your agency…

With what will likely be an acceptable (if not favorable!) tradeoff 
in actual, up-front dollar costs. 

Training people with law enforcement background as digital 
archivists can also yield important benefits.



KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Recognize that DME is different from IT and PEM.While it overlaps with 
both IT and the property room, DME creates special new challenges that 
neither IT folks nor property managers may be prepared to address.

Create new positions aimed at addressing the unique needs of digital 
media evidence in 21st century policing contexts. In medium-to-large 
agencies, dedicated DME staff can contribute to key agency functions.

Consider partnerships with iSchools to help bridge gaps in digital 
archives knowledge (for existing personnel) or law enforcement 
background and experience (for emerging information professionals).



FINDING AN I-SCHOOL NEAR YOU IS EASY

…and distance-learning 
programs are increasingly 
common, too!



FOR FURTHER READING:

Becker, S. and Blanchette, J.-F. (2017). “On the Record, All the Time: Audiovisual 
Evidence Management in the 21st Century.” D-Lib Magazine, 23(5-6), May/June 
2017. http://www.dlib.org/dlib/may17/becker/05becker.html

“On the Record, All the Time: Setting an Agenda for Audiovisual Evidence 
Management” Department of Information Studies, UCLA. Project web site: 
https://is.gseis.ucla.edu/bodycams/

Digital Curation Knowledge and Competencies Matrices (Christopher (Cal) Lee, 
School of Information and Library Science, UNC Chapel Hill - 2009) 
https://ils.unc.edu/digccurr/digccurr-matrix.html

http://www.dlib.org/dlib/may17/becker/05becker.html
https://is.gseis.ucla.edu/bodycams/
https://ils.unc.edu/digccurr/digccurr-matrix.html
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THANK YOU!
Your questions, 
comments, and 
feedback are 
welcome…
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